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TOP NEWS

Macron expects to deepen
eco-city cooperation
between China and France
French President Emmanuel
Macron attended a press
conference at the French
Embassy in Beijing at the end
of his state visit to China on
January 10.
He was asked whether
China and France would
promote deeper cooperation in
the field of eco-city as part of
a closer Sino-French strategic
relationship in climate change
since the 2015 United Nations
Climate Conference in Paris.
Macron said Wuhan SinoFrench Ecological Demonstration
City was a typical example of
China and France coping with
global warming. China and

France have cooperated both in
astrological observation and
research, such as ChineseFrench Oceanography Satellite,
as well as emission reduction
technology and innovative
enterprises. The eco-city is a
laboratory for cooperation
between the two countries.
Macron said Wuhan SinoFrench Ecological Demonstration
City helped Chinese and French
talent from both countries to
form a partnership. Some
powerful enterprises from France
had opportunities to participate
in a series of construction
projects in Wuhan while many
new French enterprises in

Beijing had achieved cooperation
with Chinese counterparts in the
fields of urban heat saving and
the change of mobile travel
mode.
The French president
expressed high expectations for
the Wuhan Sino-French
Ecological Demonstration City.
He called on the two countries
to deepen their partnership;
promote Sino-French
cooperation in more cities;
increase mutual activities of
diplomacy, science, technology
and innovation; and accelerate
eco-city transformation and
technological transfer in China
under the aid of French experts.

Xinhuanet features on Wuhan's rejuvenation
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Xinhuanet recently released
a five-part report titled "Focus
on Wuhan's Rejuvenation,"
featuring Wuhan's achievements
and outstanding contributions in
all fields.
The first part reviews the
heyday and glory of Wuhan and
Sun Yat-sen's plan for Wuhan
becoming "oriental Chicago" in
his book The International
Development of China. The

report also focused on the plan
of Changjiang New Town and
revealed that its high-level
design had laid a sound
foundation for the future
development of Wuhan.
The second part introduces
the ongoing supply-side
structural reform in Wuhan.
Wuhan is vigorously developing
highly-efficient, high-tech
modern industries in the context

of transforming from "high
speed" towards "high quality."
The third part focuses on
the measures Wuhan has taken
to attract talent, capital and
investment. These measures
include encouraging university
students to stay in the city to
start their own business or find
jobs after graduation, attracting
Wuhan universities' alumni to
invest in the city, and pushing
for utilization of scientific and
technological advancement. In
the past year these new
measures have vitalized Wuhan's
economic development.
Part four analyzes the
advantages of Wuhan's traffic
systems and its impetus to
economic and social development
in railway, aviation, shipping, and
urban transportation.
The fifth part introduces the
Changjiang Axis in Wuhan city
planning. Its purpose is to build
a great historic and cultural city
and a world-class urban axis
landscape belt.
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News in numbers
1.97 million applications to
go abroad last year
By Liu Zhiyu

According to the Exit and Entry
Administration Department of Wuhan
Municipal Public Security Bureau,
people in Wuhan applied to go abroad
1.97 million times, a record year-onyear increase of 35%.
To make this increasingly indemand service more readily available,
the Exit and Entry Administration
Department has developed the "Wuhan
Exit and Entry" mini app on WeChat
allowing people to fill out forms, make
copies, and complete other application
procedures online while shortening
queuing time by over 10 minutes.

136,311 runners sign up for
Wuhan Marathon
By Gao Chongcheng

January 7, 10:00 A.M., was the
registration deadline for the 2018
Wuhan Marathon. A total of 136,311
runners signed up. To be specific,
52,640 people registered for the full
marathon, 46,896 people for the half
marathon, and 36,775 people for the
13-km run.
According to competition rules,
the organizing committee will draw to
determine the participants due to the
number of applicants exceeding the
quota. The results will be announced
later this month.

Hungarian MP visits Wuhan
By Liu Jia

Hungarian Member of Parliament
(MP) Lajos Olah, head of the Great
Wall Hungarian-Chinese Friendship
Association in Hungary visited Wuhan
on January 8.
The total trade between Wuhan
and Hungary amounted to about RMB
209 million in 2017. The Wuhan
Foreign Languages School signed a
long-term friendship and cooperation
agreement with Hungary's HungarianChinese Bilingual Primary School in
2017. Beginning in 2018, the two
schools will hold an art and cultural
exchange every two years. Wuhan
Changjiang New Town Administration
Committee has contacted the
architecture design institutes in
Hungary to invite chief designers to
join the Expert Advisory Committee of
Changjiang New Town.

